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Abstract. We have used atomistic simulations to identify and characterize

interstitial defect cluster configurations candidates to W and X photoluminescence

centers in crystalline Si. The configurational landscape of small self-interstitial defect

clusters has been explored through nanosecond annealing and implantation recoil

simulations using classical molecular dynamics. Among the large collection of defect

configurations obtained, we have selected those defects with the trigonal symmetry of

the W center, and the tetrahedral and tetragonal symmetry of the X center. These

defect configurations have been characterized using ab initio simulations in terms of

their donor levels, their local vibrational modes, the defect induced modifications of

the electronic band structure, and the transition amplitudes at band edges. We have

found that the so called I3-V is the most likely candidate for W PL center. It has a

donor level and local vibrational modes in better agreement with experiments, a lower

formation energy, and stronger transition amplitudes than the so called I3-I, which was

previously proposed as W center. With respect to defect candidates to X PL center,

our calculations have shown that none of analyzed defect candidates match all of

the experimental characteristics of the X center. Although the Arai tetra-interstitial

configuration previously proposed as X center cannot be excluded, the other defect

candidates to X center found, I3-C and I3-X, cannot either being discarded.
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1. Introduction

The photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of crystalline Si (c-Si) shows sharp peaks at

energies below the semiconductor energy gap due to radiative recombinations [1]. These

PL lines open the possibility for developing silicon-based optoelectronic devices, as some

authors have investigated [2]. Many PL lines have been related to particular defect

configurations involving dopants or impurities [1]. Nevertheless, there are some PL

lines in c-Si whose origin at the atomic level is not clear yet. The identification of the

particular defects that originate PL lines is important to turn PL into a non-destructive

characterization technique for defect identification [3], and to explore the nature of these

radiative defects, which is interesting from a technological point of view.

The present work is focused in two intense zero-phonon lines that appear in the

PL spectra of damaged c-Si, the W (1.018 eV) and X (1.040 eV) lines [4]. The centers

responsible for these lines are present in ion-implanted [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] as well as in

high energy electron- and proton-irradiated c-Si [10, 11]. As W and X centers are

generated during irradiation processes, they coexists with a large variety of defects which

makes their identification through experiments difficult. Nevertheless, experiments have

provided some essential information of the W and X centers at the atomic level.

Photoluminescence measurements indicate that the W line intensity is maximized

after annealing in the range 250 − 300◦C and vanishes upon annealing at ∼ 500◦C

[5, 6]. As the W line intensity diminishes in PL spectra, the X line raises and reaches

maximum intensity after annealing in the range 400−500◦C and vanishes upon annealing

at ∼ 600◦C [5, 6, 8]. The temperature regime at which their presence is maximized along

with the fact that their intensity decreases as the damage concentration increases suggest

that defects responsible for these lines should be of small size [7, 8]. It is widely accepted

that the W and X centers are of interstitial nature since their intensity is modified when

there are self-interstitial traps (B, C) [5, 9] whereas it is practically unaffected by the

presence of vacancy traps (O) [9]. From the dependence of the W photon energy under

uniaxial-stress and magnetic field perturbations Davies et al. deduced that the W center

had trigonal symmetry, and they observed a sharp local vibrational mode (LVM) at 70

meV, along with other sharp resonances at 60, 56 and 51 meV [4]. They also found

that the X center could have tetrahedral or tetragonal symmetry [12]. Hayana et al.

observed three weak peaks in the PL spectra of implanted c-Si with energies of 69.0,

67.9 and 66.2 meV that were associated to LVMs of the X center [13].

Different studies using ab initio simulations tried to associate interstitial defect

clusters with W and X PL lines of c-Si [14, 15, 16], but they showed contradictory

results. Carvalho et al. analyzed two tri-interstitial Si clusters as candidates for W PL

center, the so called I3-I and I3-V [14]. They concluded that the W PL line was due to

I3-I as I3-V did not introduce electronic states in the semiconductor gap. In contrast,

Lopez et al. did not find enough evidences to associate I3-I to the W line due to its

high formation energy and the bad agreement of its donor level with the photon energy

of the W line [15, 16]. With respect to the X line, Carvalho et al. suggested the tetra-
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interstitial Si cluster configuration proposed by Arai et al. as X PL center, despite that

its donor level did not agree with experimental values, and there were some discrepancies

of the calculated LVMs with experiments [17]. Thus, the atomistic configurations of the

W and X PL centers in c-Si remain unclear [18].

In this work we try to investigate the particular defects that originate the W and

X lines in c-Si by systematically using atomistic simulations. Rather than assuming

particular atomic configurations for the defect candidates to PL centers, we have used

classical molecular dynamics to explore the configurational landscape of small interstitial

defect clusters. Among the vast amount of defect configurations obtained, we have

selected those having the symmetry of the W and X PL centers. We have characterized

selected defects using ab initio simulations to obtain information that can be related

with experimental facts, and we have discussed the suitability of defects for being PL

centers from the combined analysis of the outcome of ab initio simulations.

2. Simulation details

Although different defects candidates have been previously proposed for W and X PL

centers in c-Si, we have decided to make no assumptions on defect configurations of PL

centers and to systematically explore possible defect candidates. We have used kinetic

Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the relevant sizes of interstitial clusters that are

present in c-Si in the ranges of implant energies and doses and annealing temperatures

at which W and X PL lines are observed. Details of these simulations can be found

in reference [19]. These simulations have indicated that ∼ 98% of existing interstitial

clusters have 5 or less interstitials for the conditions at which the intensities of W and

X lines are optimized.

We have used lammps code [20] to perform classical Molecular Dynamics (CMD)

simulations for exploring the configurational landscape of In≤5 interstitial defect clusters

from atom dynamics during annealing simulations. We have used the Tersoff empirical

potential within its third parametrization to describe the Si-Si interactions [21].

Simulations have been performed at a constant temperature of 1200 K during 25 ns,

and the simulation time step was 0.5 fs. The simulation cell had a lateral dimension

of 6 a0 (being a0 the lattice parameter of c-Si) and contained 1728 + n atoms, being

n = 1, . . . 5 the excess of Si interstitials. Periodic boundary conditions have been applied

in the three spatial directions. A large variety of defect configurations (over 100) have

been extracted during the evolution of atomic positions in the annealing simulations.

We have obtained their symmetry using the software findsym within the isotropy

Software Suite [22]. Among all of the found defect configurations, we have selected

those having the trigonal symmetry of the W center, and the tetragonal and tetrahedral

symmetry of the X center. We have also analyzed defects generated through energetic

Si recoils in order to obtain configurations from collisional events. These simulations

have been also performed using lammps and their particular details can be found in

reference [23]. As in the case of annealing simulations, we have selected those defect
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configurations having the symmetry of W and X centers.

Selected defects have been characterized using ab initio simulations with vasp

[24, 25]. We have evaluated (i) their donor level in the gap, which can be related

with the PL photon energy; (ii) the defect induced modifications of the electronic band

structure, which shows whether a defect might favor or not radiative recombinations;

(iii) their LVMs at the Γ point from the matrix of the second derivatives of the energy

with respect to the atomic positions, which can be directly compared to the peaks

that appear in the phonon-side bands of zero-phonon lines in PL spectra; and (iv) the

transition amplitudes at band edges for relevant k-points from the imaginary part of the

frequency dependent dielectric function within the random phase approximation, which

permits evaluating which defect candidate has a stronger transition amplitude. Band

structure modifications and transition amplitudes have not been considered in previous

studies on the identification of PL centers in c-Si [14, 15, 16].

For our ab initio simulations we have used PBE-PAW pseudopotentials [26, 27].

Interstitial clusters In obtained from CMD simulations have been embedded in cubic

simulation cells of c-Si with 216 atoms and a lattice parameter of 3 × 5.47 Å, which

resulted in simulation cells with 216+n atoms. Periodic boundary conditions have been

applied in the three spatial directions. We have used an energy cutoff of 550 eV and a

4×4×4 Monkhorst-Pack [28] Γ-centered k-point mesh for (i), (ii) and (iii) calculations.

This simulation setup results in a denser k-point mesh [14] and larger energy cutoff

[15, 16] than previous studies. For (iv) calculations, we have used an energy cutoff of

150 eV and a 2x2x2 Monkhorst-Pack Γ-centered k-point mesh due to computational

restrictions as we included 600 empty bands in the calculation. Ab initio simulations

stopped when the energy difference between consecutive ionic steps in the relaxation

was smaller than 10−4 eV/Å for (i) and (ii), 10−6 eV/Å for (iii), and 10−8 eV/Å for (iv).

3. Simulation results and discussion

3.1. Configuration selection based on symmetry

We have represented the selection of defect configurations obtained from our CMD

simulations with the symmetry of the W and X centers in figure 1. For the W

center, we have not directly obtained the I3-I tri-interstitial cluster from our CMD

simulations, which has been previously assigned to the W center [14]. Nevertheless, we

have included it in our study for completeness. We have obtained a trigonal di-interstitial

cluster configuration from recoil simulations, and the known I3-V tri-interstitial cluster

configuration from annealing simulations. The di-interstitial defect has been labeled as

I2-V since it is very similar to the I3-V defect configuration, as it can be seen from

figure 1. To the authors knowledge, this particular configuration of the Si di-interstitial

cluster has not been previously identified. For the X center, all defect candidates have

been obtained from the annealing simulations. We have found the so called “compact

tri-interstitial” [14, 29, 30, 31, 16], I3-C in the following, with tetrahedral symmetry.
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Figure 1. (Color online) Atomic configuration of found defects with the symmetry

compatible with that of W and X centers. Configurations are shown on suitable

projections to highlight their symmetry, which is indicated in parentheses. Silicon

lattice atoms are represented by white spheres, while Si atoms belonging to defect

clusters are colored in blue (dark gray).

The remaining candidates to X center found have tetragonal symmetry: a tri-interstitial

defect cluster [31], I3-X in the following, and the tetra-interstitial cluster configuration

proposed by Arai, I4-A in the following [17].

3.2. Defect formation energy and donor level

We have evaluated the formation energy of defect candidates with symmetry compatible

with W and X PL centers in c-Si as

Ef [D
q] = Etot[D

q] + Eq
corr − Etot[bulk]−

∑
i

niµi + q[ϵV BM + ϵF ] (1)

where Etot[D
q] is the total energy of the supercell with the defect in charge state q,

Etot[bulk] is the total energy of the nondefective supercell, Eq
corr represents the finite size

supercell charge corrections (we have applied Makov-Payne monopole charge corrections

and the alignment of the electrostatic potential in the bulk-like region far from the

neutral defect with respect to the bulk calculation [32]), µi and ni are the chemical

potential and the number of atoms added of the specie i, respectively, ϵV BM is the
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Table 1. Properties of defects of figure 1 obtained from ab initio simulations:

formation energy for neutral configurations (Ef [D
0]), donor levels of defects (E0/+)

obtained in this work and expected energies from PL photon energies (see text for

details), and high energy LVMs at the Γ point (EPh). Parentheses in EPh energies

group LVMs that imply equivalent atomic movements of the atoms belonging to the

defect.

Line Defect Ef [D
0](eV)

E0/+ (eV) EPh (meV)

This work Expected This work Experiments

W

I2-V 6.58 -

∼ 0.15

61.1, 60.7, 57.9, 53.7

70, 60, 56, 51aI3-I 7.50 0.08 74.8, 74.8, 74.5, 70.8

I3-V 6.74 0.13 68.2, (59.9, 59.9)

X

I3-C 6.38 0.17

∼ 0.13

46.2, 36.8, 34.7

69.0, 67.9, 66.2bI3-X 6.99 0.14 62.8, 62.6, (61.6, 61.5)

I4-A 7.42 0.19 63.6, (63.2, 63.2), 62.4

a From reference [4].
b From reference [13].

Fermi energy at the valence band maximum (VBM), and ϵF represents the electron

energy with respect to the VBM.

The formation energies of defects shown in figure 1 in the neutral charge state

(q = 0) are summarized in table 3.2, along with other properties that will be discussed

later. I4-A is the most stable configuration of tetra-interstitial clusters found in our

simulations [33]. The most stable configuration found for the Si tri-interstitial cluster

is not shown in figure 1 as its symmetry is not compatible with W or X PL centers,

but it agrees with the most stable I3 configuration found in previous studies [33, 29].

The formation energies of I3 defects shown in figure. 1 relative to the most stable

configuration are 1.49 eV for the I3-I, 0.95 eV for the I3-X, 0.7 eV for the I3-V, and 0.34

eV for the I3-C. We have also found that the I3-I has higher formation energy than the

I3-V [16], and in fact I3-I was not obtained from our CMD simulations. I3-X was found

in previous studies as the most stable I3 defect configuration for highly compressive

biaxial strain conditions (ϵ ≤ −2%), and for uniaxial strain of ϵ = −4% has the same

energy than the most stable I3 defect configuration without strain [31]. In addition, I3-X

has the same trend in formation energy response behavior to various strain conditions

as I4-A [31].

Photon energies of zero-phonon PL lines represent energy differences between band

edges and defects levels within the energy gap where carriers are recombined radiatively,

or between defect levels only. In the particular case of W and X PL centers, the energy

difference between band edges and the defect level should be ∼ 0.15 eV and ∼ 0.13 eV,

respectively, according to experimental data of PL photon energies and considering an

energy gap for c-Si close to 1.17 eV (as PL experiments are commonly performed at

very low temperatures ∼ 4 − 20 K). Defect levels are directly extracted from ab initio

simulations through the charge transition levels of defects, which represent the Fermi

energy at which the formation energy of the defect is equal in different charge states.
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For example, the E0/+ level represents the energy with respect to the VBM at which

Ef [D
+1] = Ef [D

0]. Taking into account Equation (1), it is given by

E0/+ = Etot[D
0]− {Etot[D

+1] + E+1
corr} − ϵV BM (2)

We have evaluated the charge transition levels of defects of figure 1 for q = 0,±1. I2-V

introduces mid-gap E0/+ donor and E−/0 acceptor levels, which makes it incompatible

with the estimation previously made on the energy difference of defect levels and band

edges at studied PL centers. This is the reason why we have not reported any value

associated to I2-V in table 3.2. All remaining defects have a E0/+ donor level, which

are reported in 3.2, and none of them have a E−/0 acceptor level within the energy gap.

It can be seen from results shown in table 3.2 that I3-V is in better agreement with

the expected transition level of the W center than I3-I, while for X center the better

agreement is for I3-X. Carvalho et al. did not obtained a donor level for the I3-V and

they discarded this configuration as possible W center [14].

3.3. Electronic band structure and transition amplitudes

Since PL lines are associated to radiative recombinations, the electronic band structure

at defects responsible to W and X PL lines should favor direct transitions. We have

represented the electronic band structure of the simulation cells containing I3-I (figure

2.a), I3-V (figure 2.b), I3-C (figure 2.c), I3-X (figure 2.d) and I4-A (figure 2.e). It can

be seen that new bands appear at the top of the valence band with respect to c-Si in all

cases, and the bottom of the conduction band is highly modified for defects candidate

to X center, being the minimum of the conduction band placed at the Γ point in the

three cases.

In order to evaluate whether the observed changes in the electronic band structure

might favor direct transitions between bands or not, we have calculated the amplitude

for low energy direct transitions between band edges of defect candidates to W and X

centers, which are represented in figure 3. Transition amplitudes of figure 3 have been

extracted from the imaginary part of the dielectric function (ϵ2) by considering those

components at the energy gap region. As previously indicated, this calculation has

been restricted to a 2 × 2 × 2 Γ-centered k-point mesh due computational limitations.

Nevertheless, this k-point mesh encompasses the Γ and X k-points, which seem to be

the most relevant k-points at which direct transitions might occur as it can be seen from

figure 2.

Figure 3.a shows that the amplitude of the lowest energy transition is ∼ 3 times

higher in I3-V than in I3-I, while in I4-A it is ∼ 1.3 times higher than in I3-C, and ∼ 4

times higher than in I3-X, as it can be seen from figure 3.b. It is worth noting that

the calculation of the transition amplitudes does not reveal any peak at the Γ for the

I3-X defect, as it would be expected from the band diagram of figure 2.d. Transition

energies shown in figure 3 cannot be directly related to actual PL photon energies due

to the underestimation of the semiconductor gap energy in DFT calculations. It would

be desirable to resort to simulation techniques that overcome this limitation, such as
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Figure 2. (Color online) Black solid lines represent the electronic band structure

around the band gap region of (a) I3-I, (b) I3-V, (c) I3-C, (d) I3-X and (e) I4-A

defects in the neutral charge state. The electronic band structure of c-Si is also shown

with red (gray) dashed lines. The origin of electronic energies have been placed at the

top of the valence band for comparison.
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Figure 3. (Color online) Amplitudes for low energy direct transitions between band

edges of defect candidates to (a) W and (b) X centers. Observed peaks correspond to

transitions at indicated k-points.

GW or BSE, but the size of simulation cells considered in the present study makes

it unaffordable. Nevertheless, obtained results provide very useful information for the

purpose of the present study.

3.4. Local vibrational modes

Finally, we have evaluated the LVMs of defect candidates to PL centers. Obtained results

are summarized in table 3.2, along with experimental measurements from literature

[4, 13]. I3-V shows a single LVM with energy slightly lower than the experimental

energy, and two LVMs 8 meV below that correspond to equivalent atomic movements

of the atoms belonging to the defects (indicated in parentheses in table 3.2). I3-I has

four LVMs with energies slightly above the experimental values, while LVMs of I2-V

are bellow the experimental values. Taking into account that GGA pseudopotentials

tend to lower vibrational frequencies in Si [34, 35], results obtained for I3-V are in

better agreement with experiments than those of I3-I. The high energy LVM in I3-

V corresponds to atoms a and b in figure 1.c vibrating along the C3 symmetry axis

(i.e., along its bond) with velocities in opposite directions, while c atoms vibrate in the

plane perpendicular to the C3 symmetry axis. With respect to defect candidates to

X centers, LVMs of I3-C are well bellow the experimental values, in agreement with

previous calculations [15]. I3-X and I4-A have LVMs with similar energies, and both

bellow the experimental values as it is expected from GGA pseudopotentials. In both

cases there are LMVs that correspond to equivalent atomic movements that turn the 4

calculated high energy LVM into 3 as it is observed in experiments. We have evaluated

the LVMs of defects in figure 1 in larger simulation cells (512+n atoms, energy cutoff
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of 350 eV, and 2 × 2 × 2 Monkhorst-Pack[28] Γ-centered k-point mesh), and obtained

results are consistent with those obtained for the smaller simulation cell.

4. Conclusions

We have explored the vast configurational landscape of small self-interstitial defect

clusters by means of CMD simulations in order to identify the defect configurations

responsible for the W and X PL centers in c-Si. From the large collection of defect

configurations obtained, we have selected those defects with the trigonal symmetry

of the W center, namely I2-V, I3-I and I3-V, and with the tetrahedral and tetragonal

symmetry of the X center, namely I3-C, I3-X and I4-A. These defects were characterized

using ab initio simulations in order to compare the outcome of the calculations with

known experimental features.

Among the defect candidates to W center, I2-V can be discarded as it introduces

donor and acceptor levels within the band gap and its LVMs are well bellow the

experimental values. Although I3-I was considered by other authors as the defect

configuration responsible for the W PL line in c-Si, we have found that I3-V shows

a donor level and LVMs in better agreement with experiments. I3-V has also lower

formation energy, and thus its presence in the c-Si lattice is more probable, and it has

stronger transition amplitudes than I3-I. All this facts indicate that I3-V is the most

likely defect candidate to be associated to the W PL center in c-Si.

For the X center, none of analyzed defect candidates matches all of the relevant

experimental features of this PL center. I3-C shows a donor level close to the expected

value and a peak for the transition amplitude at the Γ point, but its LVMs are too low

in energy. I3-X shows the best agreement of its donor level with the expected value,

but carrier transitions at the Γ point seem not to be allowed as the associated peak in

the transition amplitudes does not appear. A denser k-point mesh for the evaluation

of transition amplitudes would be desirable to check whether the absence of transition

amplitudes around the Γ point is consequence of the k-point mesh used or not, but the

computational cost is unaffordable at the moment. Finally, I4-A shows the strongest

transition amplitude at the Γ among the considered defect candidates, but its donor

level is higher than the expected value. LVMs of I3-X and I4-A are comparable, and

in both cases they are slightly bellow experimental values as it is expected from GGA

pseudopotentials. Our study has provided theoretical features of selected defects, but

within the accuracy of our calculations, we cannot be conclusive about which one is the

most likely defect candidate to X PL center in c-Si.
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